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INFINITESIMAL DIPOLE l  ≤𝜆/50



𝜆

RADIATION RESISTANCE



• Far field zone:

1-field components are transverse to radial direction from antenna, and 
all power flow is directed radially outward.

2-shape of radiation pattern is independent on distance.

• Near field zone:

1-field components may not transverse to radial direction from antenna 
and power is not entirely radial.

2-shape of radiation pattern is dependent on distance.

FIELD REGIONS OF AN ANTENNA

Given in the Exam
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Max at θ=54.74o cos θsin2 θ=0.385Max at θ=90o

To find reactive near field region 

Given in the Exam



DIRECTIVITY

OR

EFFECTIVE APERTURE

HPBW=90o

HALF POWER BEAMWIDTH



INFINITESIMAL DIPOLE ALONG X AXIS



INFINITESIMAL DIPOLE ALONG Y AXIS



• Small dipole λ/50 <l< λ/10 

R≈r in magnitude and phase ( max error for phase=18⁰ at  l=λ/10)

Small dipole Antenna 

R=r
Max phase error 
<180/8=22.5o



Wire Antenna (cont.)



Wire Antenna (cont.)
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𝑎𝑡 𝑟 ≥
2𝑙2

𝜆

For phase approximation is

For distance approximation is

Finite length
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Wire Antenna (cont.)

Results
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𝛳h≈66

𝛳h≈58



Wire Antenna (cont.)
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Radiated power

Given in the exam
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For half wave length dipole: kl=π

Rr=60*1.217=73.05 Ω  73radR  

Appendix III



Input resistance for finite dipole

For lossless antenna input resistance contain radiation resistance where Rloss=0
the radiation resistance is referred to the maximum current which for some lengths (3λ/4, λ) does not 
occur at the input terminals of the antenna

Pin=Prad
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For dipole of length 𝑙 ≤ 𝞴
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Directivity

the radiation pattern of a dipole becomes more directional as its length increases. 
When the overall length is greater than one wavelength, the number of lobes increases 
and the antenna loses its directional properties.

For half wavelength dipole ,

Valid for all finite length dipole



Normalized amplitude pattern for dipoles of lengths >λ
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L=1.25λ

L=1.5λ

L=5λ

dipoleCH4.m











For 𝜆/2 Dipole




